The Alpha Chapter of Sigma Beta Tau Sorority was organized in the fall of 1924 under the direction of Miss Grace DeHORITY by ten girls at Ball State Teachers College. The girls met and organized, selected their name, and began work in earnest. Their selection of the Sorority's name bears much significance,—"S" from Sigma signifying Scholarship; "B" from Beta, Beauty; "T" from Tau, Tolerance. Sigma Beta Tau has not struggled for great numbers in membership, but she hopes to create a splendid feeling of love and friendship among her girls and other girls.

The purpose of Sigma Beta Tau is to promote high scholarship, loyal friendship, good sportsmanship, and fellowship, and to uphold the traditions and ideals of the school.

Term dues $3.50
Pledge Dues 1.00

Sorority Colors--------Orchid and Gold
Flower -----------American Beauty Rose

Sigma Beta Tau Charter Members:

1. Katherine Hursh
2. Grace Edwards
3. Miriam Hinshaw
4. Marjorie Hinshaw
5. Hazel Foulke
6. Pauline Cluggish
7. Edith Crum
8. Pearl Null
9. Ethel Kneer
10. Myrtle Wagoner